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Impression Trays
DEFEND Impression Trays are made of a strong, rigid material that aids in the generation of consistent, distortion-free 
impressions.  Compatible with a wide range of impression materials, DEFEND impression trays offer a system of holes and 
perforations to optimize �ow and retention of materials.  The disposable, preshaped trays can be easily trimmed or �ame 
softened to adjust for a custom �t.  Non-slip grips offer easy, clean removal.  12 trays per bag.

IMPRESSION
“Works Better”
Compatible with a wide range of 
impression materials, These trays 
offer a system of holes and 
perforations to optimize �ow and 
retention of materials.

“Lasts Longer”
Made of a strong, rigid material that 
aids in the generation of consistent, 
distortion-free impressions. 

“Costs Less”
Disposable, strong, pre-shaped and 
able to be �ame softened for a 
custom �t – all at an economical price.

Request FREE Samples at: www.defend.com/freesamples

Disposable Impression Trays
Henry Schein®

Tray-Aways™

Bosworth - Keystone Industries
Master Tray® - Water Pik, Inc.

*Legal disclaimers: Disposable Impression trays is a product of Henry Schein®. Tray-Aways™ is a registered trademark of Bosworth-Keystone industries. MasterTray® is a registered trademark of Water Pik, Inc. 
Use of these trademarks does not imply any af�liation with or endorsement by these companies. Mydent International is not responsible for any innacuracy or typographical errors in this document.

Packaging: Item No: Compares to*:

12 per Bag Perforated
IT-7001  #1 LARGE UPPER
IT-7002  #2 LARGE LOWER
IT-7003  #3 MEDIUM UPPER
IT-7004  #4 MEDIUM LOWER
IT-7005  #5 SMALL UPPER
IT-7006  #6 SMALL LOWER
IT-7007  #7 QUADRANT UL/LR
IT-7008  #8 QUADRANT UR/LL
IT-7009  #9 ANTERIOR UPPER
IT-7010  #10 ANTERIOR LOWER

Solid
IT-7017 #7 QUADRANT UL/LR
SOLID
IT-7018 #8 QUADRANT UR/LL
SOLID
IT-7019 #9 ANTERIOR UPPER 
SOLID
IT-7020 #10 ANTERIOR LOWER 
SOLID
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